Objective 4: Honing Investigation Techniques & Detection Skills

Target 1:
Ensure that 20% of crime cases reported are detected

Activities:
- Ensure 80% compliance with established protocols on some of crime management.
- Conduct a monthly work shop for investigators and enquiring officers on investigative techniques / lessons learnt.
- Ensure that in 90% of cases under enquiry all documents / reports required are obtained within two months.

Objective 5: Combating Trafficking & Use of Illegal Drugs

Target 1:
Ensure that 70% of places where drugs are seized remain drug free

Activities:
- Carry out vehicles stop and check at least once a week in the vicinity of locations where drugs have been previously seized.
- Increase by 15% the number of sensitization sessions with vulnerable groups (students and youngsters) on drug related offences.

Contacting
Metropolitan Division
(North)

Police Stations

Abercrombie
2400722 abercrombie.tn.mp@govmu.org

Plaine Verte
2402585 pverestn.mp@govmu.org

Roche Bois
2171765 rboisstn.mp@govmu.org

Tombeau Bay
2471910 thubstn.mp@govmu.org

Trou Fanfaron
2403032 fanfaronstn.mp@govmu.org

Vallee Pitot
2172109 vpitotstn.mp@govmu.org

Action Plan
2015 - 2016
Quality Service with Pride and Care

METROPOLITAN DIVISION (NORTH)
I am pleased to present the Metropolitan Division (North) Action Plan for 2015-2016. This plan depicts our main policing priorities and strategies developed to achieve them.

Our Division has a number of important aspects, for instance: a high number of people from other Divisions passing through a dual carriage way cutting across the Division with huge traffic flow, a gateway to the North and the South as well as some unique tourist attractions such as La Citadelle, Le Rivulet Bird Sanctuary, Pere Laval Shrine, Jummah Mosque, Kaylasson Temple and China Town.

Our objectives 2015-2016 are amongst others to ensure safer neighbourhoods, reduce the number of road fatalities and a high quality service to the community. We intend to intensify our efforts to meet the expectation of our people and continuously improve our performance throughout the year.

We will strive to achieve our objectives in consultation with members of the community and other stakeholders during our different Community Policing forums and based on crime dynamics and careful scanning of the policing environment.

On a professional standpoint, the Division is embarking on a Quality Management System with a view to enhancing service delivery.

Divisional Commander
Metropolitan Division (North)